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a b s t r a c t

We present a microfluidic aptameric biosensor, or aptasensor, for selective detection of clinically relevant
analytes with integrated analyte enrichment, isocratic elution and label-free detection by mass spectrom-
etry. Using a microfluidic platform that is coupled to matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization mass
spectrometry (MALDI–MS), we demonstrate specific purification, enrichment, and label-free detection of
trace amounts of arginine vasopressin (AVP), a peptide hormone that is responsible for arterial vasocon-
striction. During extreme physical trauma, in particular immunological shock or congestive heart failure,
AVP is excreted abnormally and is hence a biomarker for such conditions. The device uses an aptamer,
i.e., an oligonucleotide that binds specifically to an analyte via affinity interactions, to achieve highly
selective analyte capture and enrichment. In addition, via thermally induced reversible disruption of
ass spectrometry the aptamer-analyte binding, the device can be easily regenerated for reuse and allows isocratic analyte
elution, i.e., release and collection of analytes using a single aqueous solution. Furthermore, the device
is coupled to MALDI–MS using a microfluidic flow gate, which directs the eluted analyte onto a MALDI
sample plate for mass spectrometry. We first perform systematic characterization of kinetic and thermal
release properties, as well as the overall timescale of the assay, using fluorescently labeled AVP. We then
demonstrate MALDI–MS detection of unlabeled AVP at clinically relevant concentrations approaching

1 pM.

. Introduction

Biosensors are widely used for the detection and analysis of
iomolecules that are disease relevant biomarkers such as genes,
roteins, and peptides. Typically, they consist of a molecular recog-
ition component and a transducer converting the binding event

nto a measurable physical signal [1]. A particularly important class
f biosensors comprises affinity biosensors, which rely on highly
elective affinity receptors, such as aptamers [2], to recognize target
iomolecules. Aptamers are oligonucleotides that recognize tar-
et molecules specifically by highly selective affinity interaction;
hey are isolated through a synthetic procedure called systematic
volution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX), whereby

ery large populations of random sequence oligomers (DNA or RNA
ibraries) are screened against the target molecule in an iterative
rocedure [3]. Aptamers have been developed to target a variety
f biomolecules (e.g., small molecules [4], peptides [5], and pro-
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teins [6]) in diverse applications, such as target validation [7], drug
discovery [8], and in particular, diagnostics [9] and therapy [10].
The intense attention received by aptamers can be attributed not
only to their high specificity, but also to characteristics that are
lacking in more established affinity receptors such as enzymes,
lectins, and antibodies [11]. These include synthetic availability,
enhanced stability at room temperature, and more easily modi-
fied terminal ends for attachment to stationary surfaces. Moreover,
aptamer-target binding is generally reversible under changes in
environmental parameters such as pH and temperature [12], which
can be exploited to allow controlled release and recovery of target
biomolecules as well as sensor regeneration.

Microfluidics technology has been used to enable antibody- and
enzyme-based biosensors that are miniaturized and can potentially
offer drastically improved performance [13,14]. However, applica-
tion of microfluidics to aptasensing has been relatively scarce. In
an early example, microbeads were conjugated with an aptamer
via a photo-cleavable linker, and packed in a microfluidic chip

to extract HCV replicase, which was then eluted together with
the aptamer by UV irradiation for analysis by mass spectrometry
[15,16]. An aptasensor was constructed for the specific detection
of Thermus aquaticus DNA polymerase by monitoring the deflec-
tion of a microcantilever induced by surface stress changes due

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2009.10.032
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09254005
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/snb
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o affinity binding [19]. Microfluidic aptasensors were developed
or aptamer-based cocaine detection using electrochemical detec-
ion [17] or fluorescence resonance energy transfer methods [18]. A
ove-wave microfluidic aptasensor was microfabricated to detect
ultifunctional serine protease thrombin and Rev peptide [20]. In

elated work, nanostructures such as single-walled carbon nan-
tubes [21] or gold nanowires [22] have been functionalized with
ptamers to detect the protein thrombin. These works, while pri-
arily focused on model analytes, and have shown the promise of
icrofluidic-based aptasensors for clinical applications.
Among the broad clinical applications of aptasensors, a particu-

arly interesting example involves detection of arginine vasopressin
AVP) for the diagnosis and therapy of septic shock (induced by
evere infection) and congestive heart failure [23], conditions that
estrict adequate perfusion by the cardiovascular system in order
o maintain organ functionality. Both disorders are indicated by
levated levels of AVP, a cyclic polypeptide neurohormone that is
ynthesized in the hypothalamus and promotes vasoconstriction
24]. Specifically, physiological concentrations of AVP in plasma

arkedly increases up to 10-fold that of average levels (5–10 pM)
n order to maintain arterial pressure and hence, blood perfu-
ion. As shock progresses, however, the initial abundance of AVP
n plasma decreases [25]. Thus, the ability to monitor and control
VP over time would reveal the homeostatic stasis of the patient,
nd could potentially provide therapeutic solutions. Current clin-
cal platforms for vasopressin include immunoradiometric assays
IRA) [26] and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) [27].
hese assays are however often limited by time-consuming and
omplicated radio and fluorescent labeling protocols, excessive
se of sample and auxiliary reagents, and poor long-term stability
nd shelf-life [28]. Moreover, prolonged incubation times typically
esult in slow diagnostic turnaround (3–11 days), which renders
hese methods rather ineffective for therapeutic management of
VP.

These issues can be mitigated with highly sensitive and label-
ree microfluidic biosensors that specifically isolate and detect AVP;
owever, to our knowledge, such devices have yet to be demon-
trated. This opportunity is explored in the present paper, in which
e demonstrate the specific aptameric isolation and enrichment,
s well as label-free MALDI–MS detection, of AVP. Using a microflu-
dic device we recently developed [29], AVP is first selectively
aptured and enriched on an aptamer-functionalized solid phase,
nd then collected by thermally induced isocratic elution (i.e., elu-
ion within the same aqueous phase for analyte capture) on a

ig. 1. (a) A schematic of the microfluidic aptasensor. (b) Cross-sectional view along li
ackaged device.
ators B 154 (2011) 59–66

MALDI sample plate for mass spectrometric analysis. We first use
fluorescently labeled AVP to systematically characterize the time
response, concentration dependence and thermally induced disso-
ciation of aptamer–AVP binding, as well as the continuous-flow
enrichment of dilute AVP samples. We then perform label-free
detection of AVP, in the presence of significant levels of model
impurities, at both physiologically critical concentrations (i.e., dur-
ing symptoms of immunological shock and renal congestive heart
failure) and normal conditions. Our approach is shown to drasti-
cally reduce the required time to detect AVP to within several hours
(compared to 3–11 days for conventional approaches [26,27]),
while eliminating the needs for fluorescent or radiometric label-
ing. As such, this work provides a foundation for point-of-care and
automated diagnosis of AVP syndromes.

2. Design and fabrication

The microfluidic aptasensor consists of a microchamber packed
with aptamer-functionalized microbeads for sample purification, a
microheater and temperature sensor for thermally induced analyte
release, and microchannels equipped with a surface tension-based
passive microflow gate and air vent for transferring released sam-
ple to a spotting outlet coupled to a MALDI sample plate (Fig. 1a)
[29]. The device is realized by a glass slide bonded to three stacked
polymer layers (Fig. 1b): the bottom-layer incorporates the inlets,
passive flow gate, and waste outlet; the middle layer contains the
air vent and seals the bottom-layer microfluidic features; and the
top layer defines the spotting outlet, to which a glass capillary is
fitted to allow sample ejection to a MALDI sample plate. The top
layer also houses the air vent channel, whose hydrophobic surface
allows trapped gas bubbles and dead volumes to be eliminated from
the spotting outlet. Microbeads on which aptamer molecules are
immobilized are packed inside the microchamber (volume: 1.6 �l)
and retained by narrow slits. A thin-film resistive metal heater and
temperature sensor are integrated on the glass surface to allow
on-chip, closed-loop temperature control.

During operation, an aqueous sample containing AVP poten-
tially intermixed with non-target molecules is introduced into the
aptamer microchamber, and thus is extracted by the aptamer.

This occurs at a suitable temperature (∼37 ◦C) so that the aptamer
specifically captures the target from the liquid-phase while impu-
rities are flushed from the system through the waste outlet. The
above sequence is repeated in a continuous fashion in order to ade-
quately purify and enrich the analyte, if necessary. For MALDI–MS

ne A–A from (a) illustrating the device’s layered structure. (c) A photograph of a
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nalysis, the aptamer interaction mechanisms can be disrupted by
ltering the temperature of the solid support, such that the con-
entrated analyte is released into a plug of pure MALDI matrix
olution. Subsequently, the microflow gate is utilized to transfer
he plug to the spotting outlet by exploiting the pressure difference
nduced across an air–liquid interface in a hydrophobic channel
estriction. If the pressure drop between the sample inlet and the
ow gate exceeds this pressure difference, fluid will enter the sec-
ndary channel leading to the spotting outlet. Hence, the fluid can
e switched between the channels that access the spotting outlet or
ypass it to the waste outlet [30]. Thus, purified and enriched sam-
les are ejected from the capillary tip by hydrodynamic force and
llowed to crystallize before mass spectrometry analysis. This pre-
eding protocol allows isocratic elution of analytes onto a MALDI
ample plate for MS detection. Returning the temperature to the
nitial state allows the aptamer to revert to its initial functional
tructure, i.e., the aptamer-functionalized surfaces are regenerated.

The device was fabricated by standard soft lithography tech-
iques [31]. Briefly, sheets of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) bearing
he microfluidic features were obtained by micromolding using a

aster fabricated from SU-8 on silicon, while the microheater and
emperature sensor were fabricated from a 100 nm gold thin film
using a 5 nm chromium adhesion layer) on glass. Each PDMS sheet
as then bonded to the glass chip, as shown in Fig. 1b, after treating

he bonding interfaces by oxygen plasma.

. Experimental methods

Our experiments involved systematic device characteriza-
ion using fluorescently labeled AVP with respect to adenosine

onophosphate (AMP) as a model impurity, and demon-
tration of capture, enrichment and MALDI–MS detection of
nlabeled AVP from AMP. The AVP-specific aptamer, termed
spiegelmer, was derived from a prior literature report (5′-

GGGUAGGGCUUGGAUGGGUAGUACACGUGUGCGUGGU-3′) [32]
nd resists degradation by a selection process involving enan-
iomeric RNA mirror imaging. It was custom synthesized and
iotinylated by ChemGenes Corporation. Meanwhile, unlabeled
VP and AVP labeled with the fluorescent dye Tamra (TMR-
VP) were synthesized through American Peptide Company.
nlabeled AMP was obtained from Sigma while AMP labeled
ith the fluorescent dye thiazole orange (TO-AMP) was pre-
ared in-house. Analytical samples used during fluorescently
ased characterization experiments involving TMR-AVP were
repared in buffer solution (AVP-buffer, pH 7.4) consisting of
urified water (sterile RNase/Protease-free from Fisher), Tris–HCl
20 mM), NaCl (150 mM), KCl (5 mM), CaCl2 (1 mM), and MgCl2
1 mM); while samples utilized in MALDI–MS protocols required
olvation in only purified water (compounds acquired through
isher). A MALDI matrix, cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (Sigma)
as solvated in a volume ratio mixture of 50:50:0.3 puri-
ed water/acetonitrile/trifluoroacetic acid. Porous bis-acrylamide
eads, copolymerized with azlactone (50–80 �m in diameter) and
oated with UltraLink streptavidin, were acquired from Pierce and
sed to immobilize spiegelmer via a biotin-streptavidin link. These
eads were packed in the microchamber and held by narrow slits
0 �m in width. We used the relatively large bead sizes to facili-
ate the proof-of-concept, which can be considerably decreased by
educing the bead-retaining slit width as well as the microchamber
olume.

Devices were initially rinsed thoroughly (flow rate: 10 �l/min)

ith purified water for 30 min (similar for subsequent rinses in all

xperiments). Sample solutions in varying concentrations of TMR-
VP and unlabeled AVP were prepared using the appropriate mass
eights of the respective compound and either AVP-buffer (for

MR-AVP), or water (for AVP) solution. Manual pressure was uti-
Fig. 2. Control experiments. A 1 �M sample of TMR-AVP and TO-AMP are introduced
into the aptasensor microchamber containing bare beads.

lized to pack microbeads from the bead introduction channel of
the aptasensor into the microchamber. After another rinse step, an
AVP–aptamer solution (50 �M) was injected (3 �l, 50 �l/min) and
allowed to incubate (40 min) in the chamber. (This procedure was
used for all sample injections.) A Nikon Eclipse TE300 was utilized
for fluorescence characterization. Initially, a baseline fluorescence
signal was acquired by focusing a 10× objective at a central location
in the extraction chamber and averaging an 8-bit RGB signal over
the entire recorded fluorescence image. Alternatively, MALDI–MS
experiments were performed using a time of flight mass spectrom-
eter (Applied Biosystems, Voyager, DE).

4. Results and discussion

We first performed systematic characterization of the
AVP–aptamer binding using TMR-AVP (peak absorption: 540 nm;
peak emission: 580 nm), and then carried out experiments by
MALDI–MS analysis. The fluorescently based characterization
allowed us to visualize the binding characteristics of the system
and gain insight into later experiments involving MALDI–MS
analysis.

4.1. Experimental controls

Several control experiments were performed, in which the
microchamber with and without AVP–aptamer-functionalized
beads, were introduced to samples of TMR-AVP and a model impu-
rity, TO-AMP (peak absorption: 480 nm; peak emission: 530 nm).
After a baseline fluorescence signal was acquired, the microcham-
ber was initially packed with non-functionalized beads (only
streptavidin-coated microbeads: “bare beads”). Subsequently,
samples of TMR-AVP and TO-AMP (1 �M) were injected into the
microchamber and the resulting fluorescence gain was measured.
Similarly, TMR-AVP and TO-AMP samples (1 �M) were exposed
to a microchamber packed with AVP–aptamer-functionalized
microbeads. As shown in Fig. 2, there was no appreciable sig-
nal above the baseline in the bare beads case for both TMR-AVP
and TO-AMP samples, while only a slight increase (1.45%) in flu-
orescence over the baseline when TO-AMP was introduced to
AVP–aptamer. This could be attributed to non-specific adsorption

to the microbeads by TO-AMP. In contrast, the fluorescent inten-
sity from introducing TMR-AVP to AVP–aptamer was dominant,
as expected. It can thus be concluded that TMR-AVP indeed inter-
acts with AVP–aptamer and moreover, this result highlighted the
specificity between the binding of AVP–aptamer and AVP.
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Fig. 4. Concentration dependent fluorescence response of TMR-AVP at varying con-

ig. 3. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements for the binding of TMR-AVP to the
ptamer. Longer incubation times were required for lower concentration samples,
s predicted by monovalent equilibrium binding theory [27].

.2. Time-resolved measurement of aptamer and AVP binding

The time course of affinity capture of TMR-AVP by the aptamer
as obtained to observe the kinetic behavior of the system. This
as accomplished by recording the time-resolved fluorescence

esponse after introducing a TMR-AVP sample into the aptamer
icrochamber. Fluorescence micrographs were taken at discrete

ime intervals (5 s) following an injection of TMR-AVP in varying
oncentrations (0.01, 0.1, and 1 �M). To reduce the effect of fluo-
escent photobleaching, the shutter to the mercury lamp was closed
or the time period between all signal measurements. Fluorescence
ignal measurements were obtained, averaged and then plotted
s a function of time (Fig. 3). In all experiments, the fluorescence
ntensity increased steadily with time until sufficient signal satu-
ation occurred. The apparent AVP capture time (i.e., time constant
or the observed time course of AVP capture) was approximately
.4, 13.5, and 22.1 s for 1, 0.1, and 0.01 �M TMR-samples, respec-
ively. Generally, the binding time may be affected by three time
cales: thermal, diffusion and kinetic. For the porous microbead-
acked microchamber, the diffusion time scale was estimated to be
2/D ∼ 5.85 s, where d is the average bead diameter (50 �m), and D
he analyte diffusivity (estimated for AVP to be ∼4 × 10−6 cm2/s).
his is significant compared with the apparent analyte capture
imes seen in Fig. 3. Thus, the interaction between AVP and its
ptamer in this situation may depend on both kinetics and diffu-
ion, which will be further investigated in future work by possibly
odeling the aptamer–AVP binding interaction. Further, the longer

pparent capture times observed for lower AVP concentrations
grees with that predicted by monovalent binding theory (which
s believed to be the case for AVP) [33]. In experiments reported
elow, these apparent capture times provided a basis for our choice
f the sample incubation time (for concentration dependent fluo-
escence response) or infusion flow rate (for analyte enrichment).

.3. Concentration dependent capture of TMR-AVP

To confirm aptamer-based capture of AVP within the aptasensor
icrochamber, solutions of TMR-AVP at five different concen-
rations (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 �M) were injected into the
icrochamber. After each sample introduction, fluorescence yield
as quantified after an initial 30 s incubation time to assure

quilibrium sample binding. Following the extraction of AVP, the
icrochamber was washed with buffer to rid all non-specific
centrations. A sample was injected into and incubated in the extraction chamber.
At this point, TMR emission was measured from the objective lens and recorded. A
dose dependent relationship was observed.

compounds, un-reacted molecules, and impurities. Results are pre-
sented in Fig. 4. It can be seen that below 1 nM, no measurable
signal above the baseline was detected. Concentrations at and
above 1 nM, however, were readily detectable for the aptasensor
with ca. a signal-to-noise ratio of 3. Additionally, the concentra-
tion dependent fluorescence signal produced through TMR-AVP
capture appeared to be dose-responsive [34], as signified by the S-
shape fit of the data using GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software)
software. These results suggested the need for enhanced detec-
tion techniques, such as analyte enrichment, in order to render
the aptasensor clinically viable; in other words, enable detection
of AVP below 1 nM at physiologically and clinically relevant levels
(e.g., 1–500 pM).

4.4. Enhanced detection of TMR-AVP by analyte enrichment from
a dilute sample

To investigate detection enhancement of TMR-AVP, a
continuous-flow analyte enrichment scheme was adopted.
Specifically, a dilute solution of TMR-AVP (100 pM) was continu-
ously infused into the microchamber until fluorescence saturation
was observed. Taking into consideration the required residence
time determined in Section 4.2, the sample flow rate was chosen
to be 15 �l/min (corresponding to a sample residence time of
20 s in the microchamber) to insure complete AVP interaction
with the aptamer. Fluorescence signals were obtained periodically
(every 60 min) until approximately 480 min, when no significant
increase in fluorescence was observed, which suggested saturation
(Fig. 5). This agrees with the expected equilibrium condition that
concentration of a molecular analyte onto a receptor modified
surface increases consistently with time at a decreasing rate.
Moreover, the observed fluorescence response of the original
100 pM sample corresponds to the apparent fluorescence response
of a 0.1 �M TMR-AVP sample, indicating significant detection
enhancement. Hence, using the analyte enrichment feature of
the aptasensor demonstrated clinical potential for vasopressin
diagnostics since shock and congestive heart failure AVP signaling

levels in plasma are ca. 100–500 pM. Moreover, it is significant
to note that the required processing time to perform enhanced
detection of TMR-AVP with the aptasensor, although seemingly
long (8 h), is drastically improved over conventional techniques,
which require nearly 11 days.
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Fig. 5. Enrichment by continuous infusion of a dilute sample (100 pM) of TMR-
AVP. The red dashed line indicates the relative fluorescence of a 100 nM sample
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Fig. 6. Thermally activated release of captured TMR-AVP. An initial 1 �M sample
of TMR-AVP was captured from solution at ∼35 ◦C. Subsequently, the temperature

F
i

cquired in Section 4.3. This experiment highlighted the capability of enrichment
rior to detection for enhanced signal acquisition. Insight was also gained for the
ime required for saturation.

.5. Thermally activated dissociation of TMR-AVP binding

Characterization of the temperature-dependant reversibility of
VP and AVP–aptamer binding was studied in order to enable

nvestigation of label-free MALDI–MS detection. This was accom-
lished in our device by thermally activated release and isocratic
lution of analytes from aptamer-functionalized microbeads. To
emonstrate this, a 1 �M TMR-AVP solution was first intro-

uced into the microchamber and allowed to associate with
VP–aptamer. After binding of TMR-AVP on the aptamer surface,
high intensity fluorescence signal was observed (Fig. 6). The

emperature on-chip was then increased to a predetermined set-

ig. 7. Detection of unlabeled AVP using aptasensor. A sample of AVP is introduced into t
socratic elution into a pure matrix plug that is subsequently spotted onto the MALDI pla
was raised incrementally while introducing pure AVP-buffer. Notice the initiation of
a sharp decrease in signal at ∼46 ◦C, which continues to vanish as the temperature
increases implying release of the TMR-AVP from the aptamer.

point and held for 2 min while AVP-buffer was flowed into the
microchamber. We repeated the experiment for several elevated
setpoint temperatures ranging from 34 to 60 ◦C. A sharp decrease
(93%) in fluorescence intensity occurred at 50 ◦C that continued
until fully suppressed at 58 ◦C, indicating nearly complete reversal
of TMR-AVP binding on the microbeads. (The effect of photo-
bleaching was determined to be negligible within the time scales
of this experiment.) In general, as aptamers bind to their ligand

counterparts, the resulting complex demonstrates better thermal
stability than that of the uncomplexed state [35]. It is inferred
that binding between spiegelmer and AVP involves specific inser-
tion of the polypeptide within a G-quartet structure formed in the

he aptasensor for capture inside the microchamber, followed by thermally induced
te. Mass spectra of (a) 1 pM AVP; (b) 10 pM; (c) 100 pM; 1 nM (d).
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Fig. 8. Enrichment of dilute AVP samples by continuous infusion of prior to
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piegelmer sequence, resulting in thermally stable interaction [32].
s aptamers are known to exhibit highly stimuli-dependent sec-
ndary and tertiary binding structures [36], we speculate that, to
significant degree, the thermal energy (above 50 ◦C) imparted to

he spiegelmer disrupts this G-quartet to prevent binding with AVP.
urthermore, it is possible that the additional thermal energy pro-
otes dehydration, which disrupts van der Waals interactions and

ydrogen bonding at the spiegelmer–AVP binding interface. These
esults established the capability of our aptasensor for thermally
ctivated release and isocratic elution of a captured target. More-
ver, we exploited this technique to perform repeated experiments
ith TMR-AVP samples within the same aptasensor chip. The fluo-

escence signals resulting from TMR-AVP extraction and release in
ll experimental testing produced consistent and repeatable values,
s reflected by the error bars on all the data. This indicates that the
hermal stimulation did not affect the functionality of the aptamer

olecules and successfully allowed aptasensor regeneration and
epeated use.

.6. Extraction, thermally induced release and MALDI–MS
etection of AVP

To demonstrate the ability to extract and detect AVP by
ALDI–MS using our aptasensor, we first introduce discrete sam-

les of physiologically relevant concentrations of AVP (1 pM, 10 pM,
00 pM, and 1 nM) into the chamber. After interaction with the
ptamer-functionalized beads, the AVP molecules are thermally
eleased and transferred to the spotting outlet via the passive
icroflow gate and finally deposited onto a MALDI–MS plate. Mass

nalysis follows (Fig. 7). No molecular ion peak was registered for
he 1 pM sample (Fig. 7a). In fact, only mass peaks correspond-
ng to the HCCA matrix and its fragments/adducts were present
377.6, 648.2 and 860.5 Da/z). However, the mass spectra of a spots
btained for all other AVP solutions (Fig. 7b–d) shows a distinc-
ive molecular ion peak of 1084.4 Da/z that corresponds to AVP.
or example, sample AVP concentrations between 10 pM and 1 nM
Fig. 7b–d) demonstrated improved detection and signal-to-noise
atio with increasing concentration. However, since AVP concen-
ration was still relatively low for sample concentrations between
0 pM and 1 nM, the magnitude of its peak was still smaller than the
ALDI matrix peaks (e.g., 377.6 Da/z). We additionally tested the

ptasensor with concentrations higher than 1 nM (up to 100 �M,
ata not shown), and observed significant improvement in the
ignal-to-noise ratio as well as the analyte-to-matrix peak contrast.
n these cases, the AVP peak dominates matrix peak amplitudes.
ata shown here indicates that the potential native detection limit
f the aptasensor lies between 1 and 10 pM. Moreover, this detec-
ion sensitivity is ca. on the order of average physiological AVP
evels in plasma [24]. To improve detection at low levels (e.g.,
–100 pM) analytes can also be enriched in the aptasensor prior
o MALDI–MS.

.7. Enhancement of AVP detection by enrichment of a dilute
ample

Naturally occurring hormonal vasopressin is present in plasma
redominantly above 1 pM [25]. To demonstrate detection at this

evel and therefore pervade all clinical settings, we investigated the
bility of our aptasensor to enrich poorly, or undetectable, sam-
les of AVP using continuous infusion of an original dilute AVP
olution. Insight gained from Section 4.4 was employed to estab-

ish particular protocol parameters, such as saturation time (∼8 h)
nd flow rate (15 �l/min). Following a similar process, dilute sam-
les of AVP (1, 10, and 100 pM) were continuously infused into
he aptamer chamber for the designed time period. This was fol-
owed by thermally induced release of the captured AVP into a
MALDI–MS detection: (a) 1 pM; (b) 10 pM; 100 pM (c). Here, the ability to increase
the relative signal intensity of the molecular ion peak for AVP for ultralow concen-
tration samples demonstrates the utility of the microfluidic enrichment process.

pure matrix solution (1 �l), and subsequent transfer of the enriched
analyte plug to the spotting outlet. A mass spectrum was obtained
from the resulting sample spot (Fig. 8). For each original dilute sam-
ple, there appeared to be an enhanced detection of the molecular
ion peak for AVP. Specifically, the original 1, 10 and 100 pM sam-

ples produced mass spectra where the AVP peak compared to (or
was better than, in the case of the 100 pM sample) 100 pM, 1 nM,
and 100 nM samples measured in Section 4.6, respectively. Notably,
the 1 pM sample, which was undetectable before analyte enrich-
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ent, became quantifiable afterwards. These results establish the
apabilities of our aptasensor for enhancing the detection of low
oncentration analytes so as to facilitate label-free detection by
ALDI–MS. More importantly, this also highlights the capabilities

f the aptasensor within the full range of physiologically relevant
oncentrations of AVP. Furthermore, although the repeated use of
he aptasensor is not explicitly gleaned from the presented data
due to the limits of presenting spectroscopic data), the aptasensor
as easily regenerated (using thermal stimulation of the aptamer-

unctionalized beads) to allow reuse and repeated functionality (see
ection 4.5).

. Conclusion

Microfluidic aptasensors hold significant potential in address-
ng the needs of real world clinical diagnostics and therapeutics
or low abundance detection and analysis of biomolecules. Here,
e demonstrated a microfluidic approach that utilizes a thermally

esponsive affinity aptamer, specific to arginine vasopressin, for
ighly selective enrichment, isocratic elution, and label-free detec-
ion with integrated MALDI–MS. Arginine vasopressin is typically
esponsible for osmotic regulation of water in vivo, but can serve as
biomarker for diagnosing immunological shock, as a result of sep-
is, or congestive heart failure. Initially, systematic characterization
f the aptasensor was performed using fluorescently labeled AVP,
hich provided insight and information for subsequent label-free

xperiments. We then investigated MALDI–MS detection of AVP
pproaching 10 pM without prior enrichment, and 1 pM following
ontinuous enrichment of a dilute sample. The aptasensor offers
istinct advantages over existing techniques used to detect AVP lev-
ls, such as ultrasensitive detection, uncomplicated protocols free
f chemical labeling steps or auxiliary reagents, and prolonged sen-
or stability. Such qualities are lacking in ELISA and IRA bioassays
urrently employed to diagnose AVP-specific conditions. Moreover,
etection times in our approach are drastically reduced from up to
1 days to several hours. This demonstrates the clinical potential of
he microfluidic aptasensor, for example in ICU settings where the
iagnosis of sepsis shock must be performed in a timely manner.

As a proof-of-concept, our investigation was focused on AVP
etection within conditioned samples only (i.e., pure buffers or
urified water, free from proteases or peptide digesting enzymes).
uture work will address obstacles encountered with clinical sam-
les. One such example is the detection of AVP in biological
amples, such as human serum. Such samples are difficult to handle
ue to impediments such as vasopressin being susceptible to bio-
ouling and degradation by enzymes present in plasma. This issue
ould be resolved by, for example, using a pre-filtration stage to
emove large plasma proteins and enzymes from the sample prior
o its introduction into the microfluidic aptasensor, or spiking the
ample with protease inhibitors or blockers to minimize the diges-
ive degradation of AVP. Additionally, it is important in future work
o improve the reliability and consistency of AVP quantification
ith MALDI–MS. This can be achieved by fine tuning of sample

pot homogeneity and applied laser power of the mass spectrom-
ter. Sample spot homogeneity depends on preferential solubility
actors for the analyte in question. For AVP, a relatively hydrophilic
olypeptide, a polar solvent would suffice. With these improve-
ents, the microfluidic aptasensor will allow sensitive and specific

etection of AVP in clinical samples, providing a truly practical
iagnostic tool for vasopressin-related medical conditions.
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